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We determine the charm-quark mass mc(mc) in the MS scheme using measurements of charm production
in deep-inelastic ep scattering at HERA in the kinematic range of photon virtuality 5 GeV2 < Q 2 <

1000 GeV 2 and Bjorken scaling variable 10−5 < x < 10−1. The extraction of mc from this process with
space-like kinematics provides complementary information to results from hadronic processes. The QCD
analysis of the HERA data yields a value of mc(mc) = 1.27 ± 0.05(exp)+0.06

−0.01(scale) GeV at next-to-leading

order and of mc(mc) = 1.36 ± 0.04(exp)+0.04
−0.00(scale) ± 0.1(theory) GeV at approximate next-to-next-to-

leading order. The results are consistent with and of comparable precision as the world average.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
1. Introduction

Quark masses are fundamental parameters of the Standard
Model. However, due to confinement no free quarks are observed
in nature. Therefore, for the determination of heavy-quark masses
a careful theoretical description is needed for appropriate observ-
ables. This then enables the determination of heavy-quark masses
by comparing quark mass dependent theoretical predictions to ex-
perimental data. In such an analyses reference must be made to
the specific scheme used to define the quark mass and it is manda-
tory to include radiative corrections in quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) beyond the leading order (LO).

In QCD predictions for hard scattering processes employing the
pole (or on-shell) scheme for the definition of the heavy-quark
mass, mq is chosen to coincide with the pole of the heavy-quark
propagator at each order in perturbative QCD. It is known since
long, that the concept of pole masses in QCD has an inherent
drawback, see, e.g., [1]. Since quarks are confined inside hadrons,
there is no pole in the quark propagator of the full theory. As a
consequence, the quark mass parameter in the pole-mass scheme
is limited to the perturbative domain with corrections of order
O(ΛQCD/mq) and its value depends strongly on the order of per-
turbation theory. Alternatively, QCD predictions for the charm pro-
duction cross section in DIS can be considered as a function of the
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running mass mq(μr) at the renormalisation scale μr in the MS
scheme. The quark mass, mq(μr), is treated on the same footing as
the strong coupling constant αs(μr) and represents a prominent
example of the so-called short-distance mass definition, which re-
quires the heavy-quark masses to be evaluated at the scale μr

much larger than the QCD scale ΛQCD, i.e., μr � ΛQCD.
To this date, the charm-quark mass has been measured very

accurately from data in electron–positron annihilation, e.g., with
the help of QCD sum rules, or from numerical simulations on
the lattice, see [2]. These determinations are either entirely non-
perturbative (lattice) or related to scattering processes in time-like
kinematics only. It is therefore of particular interest to examine
the possibility of alternative charm-quark mass determination from
heavy-quark production in deep-inelastic scattering (DIS). This re-
action proceeds in the space-like kinematics with the distinct
structure of the QCD amplitudes and in this way it provides an
additional check of the QCD parameters’ universality.

In this Letter the theoretical framework developed in [3] is ap-
plied to determine the charm-quark mass at next-to-leading order
(NLO) and approximate next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). The
recent results from the H1 experiment [4–6] on charm production
in deep-inelastic ep scattering at HERA are used in addition to the
data sets of [7]. By using the MS scheme the current analysis prof-
its from improved stability of the perturbative expansion and the
reduced theoretical uncertainty due to missing higher order con-
tributions estimated by the variations of the renormalisation and
factorisation scales.

This Letter is organised as follows: after a brief reminder of
the theoretical basis for the treatment of heavy quarks in DIS
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we present the determination of the charm-quark mass in the
MS scheme, based on recent charm production measurements
from H1. Special emphasis is put on the analysis procedure to
account for the charm-quark mass dependence of the D∗± pro-
duction cross section in the fiducial kinematic range. Finally, the
running charm-quark mass mc(μr) is determined at NLO and at
NNLO in QCD. In the NNLO case, the theory predictions are avail-
able only to an approximation with a substantial uncertainty aris-
ing from missing information in the NNLO DIS Wilson coefficients.
The results are compared to previous extractions of mc(mc) from
the DIS data in [3,8] and to the results of different determination
methods, used for the world average [2].

2. Theory framework

Charm-quark production in neutral-current DIS proceeds by
scattering of a charged lepton e off a proton P following the re-
action

e(l) + P (p) → e
(
l′
) + c(p1) + c̄(p2) + X, (1)

in which a virtual boson of space-like momentum Q 2 = −q2 =
−(l − l′)2 is exchanged. Here l, p, l′ , p1 and p2 denote the four-
vectors of the incoming electron and proton and the outgoing elec-
tron, charm quark and anti-charm quark, respectively. The charm-
quark pair, cc̄, in the final state is heavy, such that m2

c � Λ2
QCD

holds. We restrict the momentum transfer to be much smaller than
the Z -boson mass Q 2 � M2

Z .
The inclusive cross section is expressed in terms of the stan-

dard DIS proton structure functions Fk with k = 2, L. The charm
contributions to the inclusive structure functions Fk are denoted
by F cc̄

k (x, Q 2,m2
c ). In referring to reaction (1) the structure func-

tion F cc̄
k requires by definition a charm-quark pair in the final state,

but it is otherwise a completely inclusive quantity, especially with
respect to the proton initial state. Thus, the cross section for the
reaction (1) reads

d2σ cc̄

dx dQ 2
= 2πα2

xQ 4

[{
1 + (1 − y)2}F cc̄

2

(
x, Q 2,m2

c

)

− y2 F cc̄
L

(
x, Q 2,m2

c

)]
. (2)

Here α is the electromagnetic coupling constant and the DIS vari-
ables x and y are defined as x = Q 2/(2p · q) and y = (p · q)/(p · l),
respectively. For later use the reduced cross section is introduced
as

σ cc̄
red

(
x, Q 2,m2

c

)

= F cc̄
2

(
x, Q 2,m2

c

) − y2

1 + (1 − y)2
F cc̄

L

(
x, Q 2,m2

c

)
. (3)

In the standard factorisation approach to perturbative QCD the
structure functions F cc̄

k can be written as a convolution of par-
ton distribution functions (PDFs) and Wilson coefficients, see e.g.,
[9,10],

F cc̄
k

(
x, Q 2,m2

c

)

= αse2
c Q 2

4π2m2
c

∑
i=q,q̄,g

zmax∫
x

dz

z
fi

(
x

z
,μ2

f

)
Ck,i

(
z, ξ,μ2

f ,μ
2
r

)
, (4)

where zmax = 1/(1 + 4m2
c /Q 2) and ec = 2/3 is the normalised

charm-quark charge. The PDFs for the parton of flavor i are de-
noted as f i(x,μ2

f ) and the sum in Eq. (4) runs over all flavor
combinations, i.e., singlet and non-singlet, and the gluon. The Wil-
son coefficients Ck,i depend on the kinematic variables z and ξ ,
z = Q 2

Q 2 + s
, ξ = Q 2

m2
c
, (5)

with s denoting the partonic centre-of-mass energy.
For the treatment of heavy quarks in DIS the so-called fixed

flavour number scheme (FFNS) is chosen with the number of active
quarks in the proton n f = 3 and massive charm quarks appearing
exclusively in the final state. Moreover, the strong coupling con-
stant is defined in the same scheme as αs(n f ) with n f = 3 for
charm-quark production. This description of QCD with one mas-
sive and n f light quarks can be related to QCD with (n f + 1)
light quarks by means of the standard matching conditions, cf.
e.g., [11,12], and for a discussion of all-order resummations of log-
arithms in Q 2/m2

c in so-called variable flavor number schemes
(VFNS) [13], see [14,15]. The Ck,i are obtained in perturbative QCD
as an expansion in αs = αs(μr),

Ck,i
(
z, ξ,μ2) =

∞∑
j=0

(4παs)
jc( j)

k,i

(
z, ξ,μ2)

=
∞∑
j=0

(4παs)
j

j∑
l=0

c( j,�)
k,i (z, ξ) ln� μ2

m2
c
, (6)

here the renormalisation and factorisation scales are set to μ =
μ f = μr . In order to estimate the uncertainties due to missing
higher orders, the scale μ is varied by a factor two up and down
around the nominal value2

μ ∈ κ

√
Q 2 + 4m2

c with
1

2
� κ � 2. (7)

Conventionally, the Wilson coefficients are presented using the
pole-mass scheme for mc , see e.g., [9,16]. The necessary formulae
for the conversion to the running mass mc(μr) in the MS scheme
are well known [17–19] and the application of the MS scheme to
the calculation of F cc̄

2 has been detailed in [3] (see also [20,21] for
related work on heavy-quark hadro-production). For the inclusive
cross sections at short distances an appropriate choice for the scale
of the running mass mc(μr) is μr = mc . The renormalisation group
evolution for the scale dependence governed by the corresponding
quark mass anomalous dimension [22,23] converges even for scales
as low as the charm-quark mass, that is O(1) GeV.

The Wilson coefficients in Eq. (6) have been computed exactly
to NLO and the functions c(1)

k,i [9] are often used via the param-
eterisations of [10], see also [24]. At NNLO approximate results
for the most important gluon and quark coefficient functions, c(2)

2,g

and c(2)
2,q , are known [16] and denoted by NNLOapprox in the follow-

ing. These are based on recent partial NNLO improvements for the
structure function F cc̄

2 which encompass various kinematic limits:

(i) c(2)thr
2,g near the partonic threshold for s 	 4m2

c ,

(ii) c(2)asm
2,g and c(2)asm

2,q at asymptotically high scales Q 2 � m2
c ,

(iii) c(2)small-x
2,g and c(2)small-x

2,q at high energies s � m2
c (small-x).

The threshold approximation c(2)thr
2,g has been determined to the

next-to-next-to-leading logarithm (NNLL) (see [25,26] for previ-
ous approximations at the level of the next-to-leading logarithm
(NLL)). The function c(2)thr

2,q is consistent with zero to the accuracy

considered. Likewise, fully analytic results for c(2)asm
2,i , i = g,q, in

2 Most of current global PDF determinations assume μr = μ f = Q in fits to DIS
data. This is the appropriate scale choice for massless structure functions and in
general for large values of Q when mass effects are negligible.
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the asymptotic regime of Q 2 � m2
c have been obtained. The corre-

sponding calculations make use of the formalism of [11,12] and a
number of lowest even-integer Mellin moments for the necessary
heavy-quark operator matrix elements at three loops [27–29], see
also [30]. In the high-energy limit the expression for c(2)small-x

2,i is
exact to leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy at small-x due to [31]
but is approximate only at NLL.

The combination of all available information leads to an expres-
sion for the NNLO Wilson coefficients, c(2)

2,i of the form:

c(2)
2,i 	 c(2)thr

2,i + (
1 − f (ξ)

)
c(2)asm

2,i + f (ξ)c(2)small-x
2,i , (8)

with a suitable matching function f (ξ) connecting the regions
Q 2 � m2

c and s � m2
c , cf. Eq. (4.9) in [16].

The approach chosen has one caveat, though, which is a non-
negligible theoretical uncertainty due to the poorly constrained
NLL term at small-x in c(2)small-x

2,i and the limited number of known
three-loop Mellin moments [27–29]. To account for these deficits
two different scenarios c(2),A

2,i and c(2),B
2,i in Eq. (8), carefully de-

signed to parametrise the related uncertainties, will be considered
in the subsequent analysis. For the exact definitions of c(2),A

2,i and

c(2),B
2,i see Eqs. (4.17), (4.18) and Eqs. (4.21), (4.22) in [16]. An addi-

tional theoretical uncertainty on F cc̄
2 is estimated by the variation

of the renormalisation and factorisation scales. This part of the
theoretical uncertainty is obtained using exact results since the
μ-dependence is fully known at NNLO [25,3] from the renormali-
sation group, see also [16].

3. QCD analysis of charm production measurements

To study the impact of the charm production measurements
at HERA on the determination of the MS charm mass a variant
of the ABM11 fit [7] is performed with the data of [4–6] in-
cluded. The data were collected by the H1 experiment during the
HERA II running period corresponding to an integrated luminos-
ity of about 350 pb−1 and cover the kinematic range of photon
virtualities 5 GeV2 < Q 2 < 2000 GeV2. The charm mass mc(mc) is
a free parameter of the fit comparing Eq. (3) to the experimental
data. Experimentally charm-quark production in DIS is tagged via
fully reconstructed charmed mesons or by using secondary ver-
tex information of tracks, exploiting the longevity and the large
mass of charmed hadrons. These measurements are restricted (e.g.
in the transverse momenta or angles of the produced particles) by
the acceptance of the detector. The phase space, in which charmed
hadrons can be fully reconstructed is usually referred to as the
visible or fiducial phase space. Corrections for the non-measurable
phase space and the fragmentation of charm quarks to charmed
hadrons are applied in the fit. In the following, the measurements
of charm production used as input and their treatment in the QCD
analysis are described with particular emphasis on the corrections
for non-measurable phase space.

The c-quark production in [4,5] is tagged via fully reconstructed
D∗±-mesons in the decay mode D∗± → (D0 → K ∓π±)π± . These
measurements are restricted to the visible kinematic range of
the D∗±-meson’s transverse momentum pT (D∗) > 1.25 GeV and
pseudo-rapidities |η(D∗)| < 1.8 at medium virtualities Q 2 <

100 GeV2. At high virtualities 100 GeV2 < Q 2 < 1000 GeV2 the
visible range of pT (D∗) > 1.5 GeV and |η(D∗)| < 1.5 is covered.
Due to the phase space limitations Eq. (2) cannot be used directly
in the analysis of these data. Therefore, for these measurements
the invisible phase space region is accounted for in Eq. (2) through
a factor

εvis = σvis
(

D∗±)
/σ cc̄ , (9)
full
where σvis(D∗±) and σ cc̄
full are the QCD predictions for the D∗±-

meson cross section in the visible phase space and the charm pro-
duction cross sections in the full phase space, respectively. These
predictions are calculated at NLO in the FFNS with the fully exclu-
sive program HVQDIS [24]. The contribution from b-quarks to the
inclusive D∗±-meson production cross section, reported in [4,5], is
estimated using HVQDIS and is subtracted. The D∗± cross sections
are re-calculated using the recent branching ratio values [2].

The value of εvis depends strongly on mc and its dependence
on mc is taken into account in the fit. For this purpose εvis is cal-
culated in a first step for selected values of the charm-quark mass,
which correspond to the range of mc(mc) scanned in our fit:

mc(mc) = 0.9,1.05,1.2,1.35 GeV. (10)

Since HVQDIS is based on the pole-mass definition, the calcula-
tions are performed using the following values for the charm-
quark mass in pole definition:

mpole
c = 1.41,1.53,1.67,1.81 GeV, (11)

obtained by mapping of the running-mass grid in Eq. (10) ac-
cording to the matching between pole and MS definitions at the
appropriate order as detailed below. The relation is known to
O (α3

s ) [17–19],

mpole
c = mc(mc)

[
1 + 4

3
a + (−3.1242 + 13.4434)a2

+ 116.504a3
]
, (12)

where a = αs(mc(mc))/π .
In the calculation of εvis, the proton structure is described by

special PDF sets, provided for this analysis. They correspond to the
NLO variant of ABM11 fit [7] and are performed in the MS def-
inition of charm-quark mass. The PDFs depend on the value of
mc through substantial correlations between αs , mc and the gluon
PDF. In order to provide a fully consistent treatment of the charm-
mass effects in εvis one has to take into account this dependence.
Therefore we use the PDFs, which exactly correspond to the cur-
rent value of mc appearing in the fit. These PDFs are given by
interpolation between those obtained in the variants of ABM fit
with the mc settings of Eq. (10). The full dependence of εvis on
mc is provided by parabolic interpolation of the HVQDIS results
obtained at the values of mc in Eq. (11) with the interpolation co-
efficients P , calculated independently for the LO and NLO terms in
σ cc̄

vis/full,

σ cc̄,LO
vis/full

(
x, Q 2, y,mpole

c
)

= αs

2∑
i=0

[
P vis/full

0,i

(
x, Q 2, y

)(
mpole

c
)i]

, (13)

σ cc̄,NLO
vis/full

(
x, Q 2, y,mpole

c
)

= α2
s

2∑
i=0

[
P vis/full

1,i

(
x, Q 2, y

)(
mpole

c
)i]

. (14)

Such a representation allows the determination of εvis in terms of
the MS mass. This is achieved by substituting mpole

c in Eqs. (13)
and (14) with the matching condition of Eq. (12) similarly to the
approach used earlier to derive the heavy-quark electro-production
coefficient functions in the MS mass definition [3]. The terms of
O (α3

s ) and higher appearing after substitution exceed the NLO ac-
curacy therefore they are dropped and the final expressions for
σ cc̄ employed in our analysis read
vis/full
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σ
vis/full
cc,LO

(
x, Q 2, y,mc(mc)

)

= αs

2∑
i=0

[
P̄ vis/full

0,i

(
x, Q 2, y

)(
mc(mc)

)i]
, (15)

σ
vis/full
cc,NLO

(
x, Q 2, y,mc(mc)

)

= α2
s

2∑
i=0

[
P̄ vis/full

1,i

(
x, Q 2, y

)(
mc(mc)

)i]
, (16)

with

P̄ vis/full
1,0 = P vis/full

1,0 , (17)

P̄ vis/full
1,1 = P vis/full

1,1 + 4a

3αs
P vis/full

0,1 , (18)

P̄ vis/full
1,2 = P vis/full

1,2 + 8a

3αs
P vis/full

0,2 , (19)

and

P̄ vis/full
0,i = P vis/full

0,i , (20)

for i = 0,1,2.
The cross section predictions σvis(D∗±) depend not only on

the kinematics of the charm-quark production mechanism but
also on the fragmentation of the charm quark into D∗±-mesons.
The charm-quark fragmentation function to D∗±-mesons has been
measured by H1 [32] using the production of D∗-mesons with and
without associated jets in DIS. In the calculation of σvis(D∗±) the
longitudinal fragmentation is performed in the γ ∗ − p centre-of-
mass frame, using the fragmentation function of Kartvelishvili et
Table 1
The parameter αK of the Kartvelishvili et al. fragmentation function for the D∗-
mesons employed in our analysis versus parton centre-of-mass energy squared s,
Eq. (5).

s range [GeV2] αK Measurement

s < (70 ± 40) 6.1 ± 0.9 [32] D∗ , DIS, no-jet sample
(70 ± 40) < s 3.3 ± 0.4 [32] D∗ , DIS, jet sample

al. [33] which is controlled by a single parameter, αK . This param-
eter has been determined for two different regions of the partonic
centre-of-mass energy squared, s, depending on the jet require-
ments made in the different analyses. The fragmentation is ob-
served to become softer with increasing s as expected from the
perturbative evolution of the fragmentation function not imple-
mented in HVQDIS. This is accounted for in the current analysis by
using different values of αK corresponding to the measurements
for two ranges of s, as listed in Table 1. The limits on the ranges
in s are determined with HVQDIS by applying the jet requirements
of the individual analysis on parton level. The αK parameters and
the s ranges are varied according to their uncertainties to evaluate
the corresponding uncertainty on σ cc̄

vis. The charmed hadrons also

receive a transverse momentum, k̄T , with respect to the charm-
quark direction according to

f (k̄T ) = k̄T exp
(−2k̄T /〈k̄T 〉). (21)

The transverse momentum average k̄T is chosen as 0.35 ±
0.15 GeV2, in line with the experimental results on hadron pro-
duction in e+e− collisions [34–39]. A fragmentation fraction of
charm quarks into D∗±-mesons of f (c → D∗+) = 0.2287 ± 0.0056,
is used as determined by averaging the e+e− and ep results [40].
Fig. 1. The visible reduced charm-quark production cross section, as determined from the measurement of D∗-meson production by the H1 Collaboration in comparison to
the predicted cross sections using the NLO (solid line) and NNLO (dashed line) variants of this analysis.
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Fig. 2. The reduced charm-quark production cross section as measured by the H1 Collaboration using the vertex information of inclusive track production in comparison to
the predicted cross sections using the NLO (solid line) and NNLO (dashed line) variants of this analysis.
In order to evaluate the fragmentation model uncertainty on
σvis(D∗±) the parameters k̄T , αK , and f (c → D∗+) are varied
within the uncertainties quoted above and each variation is consid-
ered as a correlated uncertainty in εvis. In a few cases, a symmetric
variation of the model parameters results in an asymmetric uncer-
tainty on the cross section. In such cases, the largest absolute value
of the uncertainty is assigned. The dominant systematic uncer-
tainty is arising from the variation of the fragmentation function
parameter αK .

The measurement [6] used in the fit is based on determination
of the vertex displacement of the tracks and covers essentially the
full phase space. However, the extrapolation to the cross sections
of charm and beauty quark production is performed with a Monte-
Carlo simulation and the determination of a correction at NLO as
in case of D∗± analysis is not possible. We assume this correc-
tion to be small and no extrapolation factor is applied to these
data.

4. Results

The NLO variant of our analysis applies O (α2
s ) corrections to

the heavy-quark electro-production Wilson coefficients [9] and the
NLO ABM11 PDFs. For the NNLO variant of our analysis we use
the NNLO ABM11 PDFs and apply the corrections up to O (α3

s ) as

discussed in Section 2. Since the NNLO Wilson coefficients c(2)
2,i in

Eq. (8) are still approximate and affected by a residual uncertainty
parameterised by c(2),A

2,i and c(2),B
2,i we define a particular shape for

c(2)
2,i as a linear combination of the two envelopes with a parameter

dN interpolating between these two options,

c(2) = (1 − dN)c(2),A + dN c(2),B
. (22)
2,i 2,i 2,i
The consistency of the prediction using results of the fit with the
data of [4,5] on σ cc̄,VIS

red = σvis(D∗±)/ f (c → D∗±) and of [6] on σ cc̄
red

is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. In the case of NLO, the
fit quality is very good for each data set with the total value of
χ2 = 60 for the number of data points (NDP) equal to 60. The
consistency of the NNLO prediction using the fit results with the
data is equally good as for the NLO variant of the fit (cf. Figs. 1
and 2), with the best fit value of χ2/NDP = 63/60 being achieved
for dN = −0.6. The variant of the NNLO Wilson coefficient given
by c(2),B

2,i (Eqs. (4.18) and (4.22) in [16]) is clearly disfavoured by

the data with χ2 = 156, while the description provided by the
variant c(2),A

2,i (Eqs. (4.17) and (4.21) in [16]) with χ2 = 72 is com-
parable to the best one. Therefore we assign to the value of mc(mc)

at NNLO a conservative theoretical uncertainty of 100 MeV which
accounts for the incomplete current knowledge of the NNLO Wil-
son coefficient and which corresponds to the difference between
the values of mc(mc) obtained with dN = −0.6 and dN = 0.

As a result of the QCD analysis, we have determined the MS
charm-quark mass at NLO and at approximate NNLO accuracy in
QCD,

mc(mc) = 1.27 ± 0.05(exp)+0.06
−0.01(scale) GeV NLO, (23)

mc(mc) = 1.36 ± 0.04(exp)+0.04
−0.00(scale)

± 0.10(th) GeV NNLOapprox. (24)

The experimental uncertainty is obtained from the propagation of
all uncertainties in the data with account of their correlations. The
fragmentation model uncertainties relevant for the data [4,5] are
also included on the same footing. To estimate the influence of the
PDF uncertainty on the precision of the mc(mc) determination, the
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Fig. 3. The NNLO predictions for the reduced cross section of the charm electro-production as a function of x for different Q 2, for kinematics of the HERA collider experiments.
The solid line represents the variant of the fit using dN = −0.6 and mc(mc) = 1.36 GeV. The result corresponding to the fit using dN = 0 and mc(mc) = 1.27 GeV is shown
by a dashed line.
NLO analysis is repeated for each of the ABM11 PDF set members,
representing the 1σ uncertainty in the fitted PDF parameters.3

The differences between the values mc(mc) obtained in this way
and the ones obtained with the central PDF member are added in
quadratures. The resulting uncertainty on mc(mc) is about 10 MeV
which is very small in comparison to the other uncertainties.

As the fit is performed at fixed order in perturbation theory,
one needs to account for missing contributions beyond the order
considered. This uncertainty is calculated in the standard manner
from the variation of the renormalisation and factorisation scales
within the range given in Eq. (7). The scale variation is performed
simultaneously in Eq. (3) and in the calculation of the extrapola-
tion factors εvis. For the NNLO case the parameter dN is fixed at
the value of −0.6, which is preferred by the fit. Due to the sen-
sitivity of εvis on the scale variation, the resulting uncertainty on
mc(mc) does not improve significantly from the NLO prediction to
the NNLO one. In case of the NNLO result, the theory error on
mc(mc) of 100 MeV due to lacking knowledge on the NNLO Wil-
son coefficient is significantly larger than the uncertainty due to
scale variation. The necessary theory computations to remedy this
unsatisfactory situation are discussed in [16].

The NNLO predictions for charm electro-production obtained
for the two variants of the fit are shown in Fig. 3 for the kinemat-
ics of the HERA collider experiments. The two variants of the fit
are not very different at large Q 2 which illustrates the moderate
potential of the data [6,4,5] to separate between different shapes of

3 The parameterisation of the proton structure functions in the ABM11 PDF set [7]
incorporates the effect from higher twist terms described by operators of dimension
six in the framework of Wilson’s operator product expansion.
the NNLO term in the heavy-quark Wilson coefficients. However, at
small Q 2 the predictions diverge therefore the combined H1 and
ZEUS data may provide an additional constraint on this term and
can improve the accuracy of the NNLO determination of mc .

In the previous analysis [3,8], values of the charm-quark MS
mass of mc(mc) = 1.26±0.09(exp)±0.11(th) at NLO and mc(mc) =
1.01 ± 0.09(exp)± 0.03(th) at NNLOapprox was obtained. While the
NLO results of the present and the previous analyses are consis-
tent, the present result at NNLOapprox is significantly larger. This
shift in the central value is due to several sources. First, in the
present study we use a significantly improved theory of heavy-
quark production in DIS. As mentioned above, we reconstruct the
three-loop Wilson coefficient c(2)

2,i based on all available informa-
tion in various kinematic limits [16], in contrast to earlier stud-
ies [3,8] which relied only on the threshold approximation c(2)thr

2,g .
Using the latter part only, as done in [3,8], the value of the
charm-quark MS mass in Eq. (24) would decrease by mc(mc) =
−0.13 GeV. Also, the analysis of [3,8] was performed as a variant
of the ABKM09 global analysis [14] of world DIS data, to which
the HERA experiments, at that time, only contributed the inclu-
sive data of [41,42]. The present determination of mc(mc) is based
on the ABM11 fit [7], which incorporates the new combination of
the HERA run I inclusive DIS data from the H1 and ZEUS experi-
ments [43] and to which we add the new precise data sets on DIS
charm production [4–6] discussed at above. In order to quantify
the impact of these new DIS charm data in our analysis we have
performed a variant of the fit with the new heavy-quark Wilson
coefficients [16] and the combined inclusive DIS data [43], but still
without the H1 charm data [4–6]. This leads to a shift of mc(mc)

by mc(mc) = −0.12 GeV compared to Eq. (24). Besides the effect
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Fig. 4. The charm-quark MS mass as determined at NLO (open square) and at NNLOapprox (filled square) using DIS data including the measurements of open charm production
at H1. The inner (outer) error bars represent experimental (total) uncertainties. To obtain the total uncertainty, the experimental and the theory uncertainties arising due to
variation of the scales are added in quadrature. For comparison, the world average evaluated by the PDG [2] is shown by the shaded band. The measurements entering the
world average determination are represented by open triangles.
of the three-loop Wilson coefficients any remaining difference in
the comparison of mc(mc) in Eq. (24) with the value of [3,8]
can thus be attributed to the changes in the global analysis from
ABKM09 [14] to ABM11 [7] which, of course, affect not only the
charm-quark mass but all parameters of the PDF fit.

The values of mc(mc) in Eqs. (23) and (24) determined at NLO
and at NNLOapprox are close to the world average of mc(mc) =
1.275±0.025 GeV as evaluated by PDG [2] and illustrated in Fig. 4.
The individual charm-quark mass determination used in the aver-
aging procedure4 are summarised in Table 2. They are based on
different theoretical methods but are essentially limited to two ap-
proaches only. They have either been obtained non-perturbatively
with the help of lattice QCD simulations with a given number of
dynamical fermions. Or, in case perturbative QCD predictions have
been applied, the extractions of mc(mc) listed in Table 2 are lim-
ited to processes with time-like kinematics, i.e., cross section data
from e+e−-collisions exposed to QCD sum rule analyses or data
on B-decays. The latter method carries also an intrinsic depen-
dence on the uncertainty of the b-quark mass, while the former,

4 Note that the PDG converts all results to mc(mc) using scheme transforma-
tion (12) at two loops in QCD together with the value αs(mc) = 0.38 ± 0.03.
i.e., the QCD sum rule analyses fix the value of αs(M Z ) to the
world average including the associated very small error.5 It has
been shown [55], that the systematic shift of mc(mc) due to the
value of αs(M Z ) in QCD sum rule analyses is quite sizable.

5. Conclusions

The high precision measurements of charm-quark production
in DIS at HERA offer an attractive possibility to extract the charm-
quark mass in the theoretically well-founded MS scheme. The re-
sulting experimental precision of the present determination based
on DIS data is substantially improved with respect to previous
analyses. It is now compatible with the theoretical uncertainty
when comparing to the QCD predictions at NLO and it is signif-
icantly smaller than in case of the approximate NNLO QCD predic-
tions. The latter suffer from missing information on the three-loop
Wilson coefficients at small-x and small values of Q 2 and imply
an additional theoretical uncertainty on mc of 100 MeV.

5 The current world average of αs(M Z ) is the result of an arithmetic average of
high precision determinations at least to NNLO which are only marginally compati-
ble within their quoted errors, see e.g., [2,7].
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Table 2
Individual results of the charm-quark mass determinations used to compute the world average in the MS scheme [2].

mc(mc) Reference Determination method

1.261 ± 0.016 NARISON [44] QCD sum rules for vector current correlator

1.278 ± 0.009 BODENSTEIN [45] QCD sum rules for vector current correlator

1.28+0.07
−0.06 LASCHKA [46] lattice QCD; charmonium spectrum

1.196 ± 0.059 ± 0.050 AUBERT [47] inclusive spectra in semileptonic B-decays

1.28 ± 0.04 BLOSSIER [48] lattice QCD (n f = 2); hadron spectrum

1.273 ± 0.006 MCNEILE [49] lattice QCD (n f = 2 + 1); pseudo-scalar current
correlator

1.279 ± 0.013 CHETYRKIN [50] e+e− → cc̄ cross section and QCD sum rules

1.25 ± 0.04 SIGNER [51] non-relativistic QCD sum rules and e+e− → cc̄ cross
section near threshold

1.295 ± 0.015 BOUGHEZAL [52] e+e− → cc̄ cross section

1.24 ± 0.09 BUCHMULLER [53] global fit to inclusive B-decay spectra

1.224 ± 0.017 ± 0.054 HOANG [54] global fit to inclusive B-decay data
In comparison to the measurements used to define the world
average up to now, our results add complementary information
from scattering processes with space-like kinematics and provide
an important test of the QCD dynamics. The kinematic range cov-
ered by the DIS data allows for the extraction of mc in the MS
scheme well within the regime of validity of perturbative QCD.
This analysis accounts for the full correlation of the dependence on
mc with other non-perturbative parameters, most prominently the
value of strong coupling constant αs(M Z ) and the gluon PDF. Fu-
ture improvements on the accuracy of the mc(mc) extractions from
DIS data rely mostly on the theoretical progress for the three-loop
Wilson coefficients especially at small x. Also the experimental un-
certainty can still be reduced by combining the charm production
data from the H1 and the ZEUS Collaborations.

In summary, the charm-quark mass extractions from DIS data
may challenge the accuracy of QCD sum rules analyses once the
uncertainties on all non-perturbative parameters are accounted for
on equal footing.
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